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The student willThe student will::

�� Understand legal issuesUnderstand legal issues
�� Recognize elevator rescue as technical disciplineRecognize elevator rescue as technical discipline
�� Have a basic understanding of elevator anatomyHave a basic understanding of elevator anatomy
�� Recognize a need for different tactical approaches Recognize a need for different tactical approaches 

based on hoistway configuration and elevator typebased on hoistway configuration and elevator type
�� Understand safety procedures including lockUnderstand safety procedures including lock--

out/tagout/tag--outout
�� Understand the basic elevator rescue algorithmUnderstand the basic elevator rescue algorithm

Course OverviewCourse Overview
Learning ObjectivesLearning Objectives
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Course OverviewCourse Overview
Skills ObjectivesSkills Objectives

The student will:The student will:
�� Acquire elevator door sizeAcquire elevator door size--up strategiesup strategies

�� Utilize “door picks” and “door pole” to open Utilize “door picks” and “door pole” to open 
lobby doorslobby doors

�� Develop strategies for defeating car door Develop strategies for defeating car door 
restrictors restrictors 

�� Move elevators by car top controls and Move elevators by car top controls and 
“drifting”“drifting”

�� Develop “car to car” rescue techniques Develop “car to car” rescue techniques 

Elevator ResponseElevator Response

�� Traditionally a truck company operationTraditionally a truck company operation

�� Requires training and experienceRequires training and experience

�� Rarely requires forcible entryRarely requires forcible entry

�� Rarely a true emergencyRarely a true emergency

�� Common FD responseCommon FD response

–– One One LightforceLightforce or Truck  or Truck  

–– One EngineOne Engine

The ProblemsThe Problems

�� Elevator manufacturersElevator manufacturers

�� Elevator industry (mechanics)Elevator industry (mechanics)

�� Building codesBuilding codes

�� The public The public 
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Elevator ManufacturersElevator Manufacturers

�� Over 60 manufacturersOver 60 manufacturers

�� Elevators installed at different time Elevators installed at different time 
periods conform to existing codesperiods conform to existing codes

�� Elevator features and operations may varyElevator features and operations may vary

�� Preplanning and examination of other Preplanning and examination of other 
elevators WILL be beneficialelevators WILL be beneficial

Elevator IndustryElevator Industry

�� Elevator mechanicsElevator mechanics

�� Education campaign neededEducation campaign needed

–– Annual meeting between elevator reps and Annual meeting between elevator reps and 
engineersengineers

–– Involvement of local fire departmentsInvolvement of local fire departments

Building CodesBuilding Codes

�� Codes change from year to yearCodes change from year to year

–– Elevator drop key holes (not in CA)Elevator drop key holes (not in CA)

–– Elevator side door emergency exitsElevator side door emergency exits

–– Detectors in the machine room/hoistways.Detectors in the machine room/hoistways.
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Accepted PracticesAccepted Practices

�� NFPANFPA

�� ASME A17.ASME A17.44 –– 19991999

�� Traditional approachTraditional approach

What a Firefighter Must KnowWhat a Firefighter Must Know

�� Knowledge is powerKnowledge is power

�� General constructionGeneral construction

–– Elevators have rescue “options”Elevators have rescue “options”

�� DoorsDoors

–– They are involved in all emergenciesThey are involved in all emergencies

–– Extremely important information for FFExtremely important information for FF

–– Less force is usually betterLess force is usually better

–– If you can’t access the hoistway, you won’t If you can’t access the hoistway, you won’t 
be doing much rescuebe doing much rescue

Elevator AnatomyElevator Anatomy

Before you can begin an Before you can begin an 
elevator rescue, you have elevator rescue, you have 
to know how they workto know how they work
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Types of ElevatorsTypes of Elevators

�� Traction Electric ElevatorsTraction Electric Elevators

–– Any application / heightAny application / height

–– Car, counterweight and traction sheaveCar, counterweight and traction sheave

–– Unlimited height capabilitiesUnlimited height capabilities

�� Hydraulic ElevatorsHydraulic Elevators

–– Typically 6 floors or lessTypically 6 floors or less

–– Car and cylinderCar and cylinder

–– Much slower than traction elevatorsMuch slower than traction elevators

Traction ElevatorsTraction Elevators

�� Car, counterweight and traction sheave, Car, counterweight and traction sheave, 
driven by a motordriven by a motor

�� Speed governorsSpeed governors

�� Room necessary at the top of the elevator Room necessary at the top of the elevator 
shaftshaft

�� More expensiveMore expensive

�� Faster Faster 
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Hydraulic ElevatorsHydraulic Elevators

�� Car, cylinder and pumping systemCar, cylinder and pumping system

�� Pump pushes hydraulic fluid into a Pump pushes hydraulic fluid into a 
cylinder(s), which lifts the elevatorcylinder(s), which lifts the elevator

�� Heavy construction not requiredHeavy construction not required

�� Overhead space not neededOverhead space not needed

�� Less expensiveLess expensive

�� Slower Slower 

�� Height limited by cylinder lengthHeight limited by cylinder length
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Underside of Hydraulic CarUnderside of Hydraulic Car
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Elevator ComponentsElevator Components

�� Machine RoomMachine Room

–– Above the hoistway, in the basement, or next Above the hoistway, in the basement, or next 
to the pitto the pit

�� Traction vs. hydraulicTraction vs. hydraulic

–– Main DisconnectMain Disconnect

�� Lighting and ventilationLighting and ventilation

–– Hoisting machineHoisting machine

�� Traction sheave, driving motor, motor brakesTraction sheave, driving motor, motor brakes
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�� Machine Room (continued)Machine Room (continued)

–– Motor generatorMotor generator

�� AC to DC converter (elevator operates smoother)AC to DC converter (elevator operates smoother)

–– ControllerController

�� “brains” of the elevator“brains” of the elevator

–– Speed governorSpeed governor

�� Governs speed, can activate emergency brakesGoverns speed, can activate emergency brakes

Elevator ComponentsElevator Components
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Hydraulic ControllerHydraulic Controller
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�� Machine room (Continued)Machine room (Continued)

�� Hydraulic machineryHydraulic machinery

–– Much simpler, one unitMuch simpler, one unit

–– Oil reservoir, electric motor, pump, control Oil reservoir, electric motor, pump, control 
valvesvalves

Elevator InstallationsElevator Installations
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HoistwaysHoistways

�� Vertical shaft in which the elevator travelsVertical shaft in which the elevator travels

�� Should be totally enclosedShould be totally enclosed

�� Vertical railsVertical rails

�� Terminal switchesTerminal switches

Hoistway ConstructionHoistway Construction

�� Concrete, brick, block, terra cotta, gypsumConcrete, brick, block, terra cotta, gypsum

�� Hoistway doorsHoistway doors
–– Complete the shaft enclosureComplete the shaft enclosure

�� Guide railsGuide rails

�� Terminal switchesTerminal switches

�� BuffersBuffers
–– Oil / springOil / spring
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�� Single hoistwaySingle hoistway

�� Multiple hoistwaysMultiple hoistways

–– Up to four elevators in the hoistwayUp to four elevators in the hoistway

�� Blind hoistwaysBlind hoistways

–– Services a specific set of floorsServices a specific set of floors

–– No lobby doors on other floorsNo lobby doors on other floors

HoistwaysHoistways

Elevator ConstructionElevator Construction

�� Car frameCar frame

–– Safety plank (bottom) Safety plank (bottom) 
�� Car safetiesCar safeties

–– Cross head (top of car)Cross head (top of car)
�� Carries the weight of the carCarries the weight of the car

–– Roller guides (3 wheels)Roller guides (3 wheels)

–– Car safetiesCar safeties
�� “Emergency brake”“Emergency brake”

�� Tied to the speed governorTied to the speed governor
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Other Construction FeaturesOther Construction Features

�� Hoisting ropesHoisting ropes

–– 3 to 8 wires3 to 8 wires

–– Connects car to the counterweightConnects car to the counterweight

–– One wire is enough to support the carOne wire is enough to support the car

–– Extra wires provide tractionExtra wires provide traction

�� Emergency exitsEmergency exits

–– Top Top 

–– Side (multiple hoistways)Side (multiple hoistways)

�� Inspection station (top of car)Inspection station (top of car)
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�� Compensating ropes Compensating ropes 

�� Traveling cablesTraveling cables

�� Safety featuresSafety features

–– Speed governorSpeed governor

–– Speed reducing switchSpeed reducing switch

–– Overspeed switchOverspeed switch

�� Hydraulic safeties??Hydraulic safeties??

Other Construction FeaturesOther Construction Features
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Elevator DoorsElevator Doors

�� ConstructionConstruction

–– Heavy doors with Fire RatingHeavy doors with Fire Rating

�� InterlocksInterlocks

–– Prevent doors from opening to an open shaftPrevent doors from opening to an open shaft

–– Electrical and mechanical lockElectrical and mechanical lock

�� All lobby doors and car doorAll lobby doors and car door
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�� Emergency keys (not in CA)Emergency keys (not in CA)

–– Moon shapedMoon shaped

–– T shapedT shaped

–– Drop keyDrop key

�� Door picking tools (top and side)Door picking tools (top and side)

�� Door poling tools (6ft and 8ft)Door poling tools (6ft and 8ft)

�� Types of doorsTypes of doors

–– Single slidingSingle sliding

–– Two speedTwo speed

–– Center openingCenter opening

–– SwingSwing

Elevator DoorsElevator Doors
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�� Single slideSingle slide

–– Slides horizontally to one sideSlides horizontally to one side

�� Two speedTwo speed

–– Two panels in different planes moving at Two panels in different planes moving at 
different speedsdifferent speeds

�� Center openingCenter opening

–– Two panels in the same plane moving Two panels in the same plane moving 
away from each otheraway from each other

�� Swing doorSwing door

Elevator DoorsElevator Doors
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�� Vertical biVertical bi--part doorpart door

–– Freight elevatorsFreight elevators

–– Released by chain in locked boxReleased by chain in locked box

�� Electric contactsElectric contacts

–– Car doors must be shut before elevators Car doors must be shut before elevators 
operateoperate

–– Moving elevator will stop if car doors are Moving elevator will stop if car doors are 
openedopened
�� You can stop an outYou can stop an out--ofof--control elevatorcontrol elevator

Elevator DoorsElevator Doors

�� Door motorDoor motor

–– Located on the top of the elevatorLocated on the top of the elevator

–– Car enters a “landing zone”Car enters a “landing zone”

–– The motor powers the car door, which The motor powers the car door, which 
connects with the hoistway door to open connects with the hoistway door to open 
togethertogether

�� Driving vaneDriving vane--roller contactroller contact

–– Required to align to allow doors to openRequired to align to allow doors to open

Elevator DoorsElevator Doors
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�� Landing zoneLanding zone

–– Area where the elevators are Area where the elevators are 
designed/allowed to stopdesigned/allowed to stop

–– The driving vanes and roller align to permit The driving vanes and roller align to permit 
doors to opendoors to open

�� Relating cableRelating cable

–– Multiple panel doorsMultiple panel doors

–– The door motor powers one door, and the The door motor powers one door, and the 
relating cable transfers the relating cable transfers the 
power/movement to the otherpower/movement to the other

Elevator DoorsElevator Doors
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Door clearanceDoor clearance

–– Doors and elevators can be a tight fitDoors and elevators can be a tight fit

–– Usually 3/8” clearance between doorsUsually 3/8” clearance between doors

–– Door tracks and gib blocks secure the lobby Door tracks and gib blocks secure the lobby 
door in the hoistway openingdoor in the hoistway opening

Elevator DoorsElevator Doors
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Elevator RescueElevator Rescue

Procedures in Elevator RescueProcedures in Elevator Rescue

Causes for Stalled ElevatorsCauses for Stalled Elevators

�� Power failure / fusesPower failure / fuses

�� Malfunction of control componentsMalfunction of control components

�� Activation of safety equipmentActivation of safety equipment

–– Occupant stupidity / overloadedOccupant stupidity / overloaded

–– Interlock trip / limit switchesInterlock trip / limit switches

�� Mechanical malfunctionMechanical malfunction
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Elevator Rescue ToolsElevator Rescue Tools

�� Elevator Picking Tools (top/side)Elevator Picking Tools (top/side)

�� Elevator Poling Tools (pole/pike pole)Elevator Poling Tools (pole/pike pole)

�� Forcible Entry tools (irons/rabbit tool/airbags)Forcible Entry tools (irons/rabbit tool/airbags)

�� Attic ladders / step ladderAttic ladders / step ladder

�� Flashlights / radios / cell phoneFlashlights / radios / cell phone

�� Elevator bagElevator bag

–– Door keys (not in CA), picking toolsDoor keys (not in CA), picking tools

–– Lockout / Tagout KitLockout / Tagout Kit

–– Door wedges, caution tape , screw drivers…Door wedges, caution tape , screw drivers…

Elevator Rescue ToolsElevator Rescue Tools

�� Air bagsAir bags

�� Power unit / spreadersPower unit / spreaders

�� Saws (rotary, chain saw, Sawzall)Saws (rotary, chain saw, Sawzall)

�� Fall protection / RopeFall protection / Rope

�� Large pipe wrenchLarge pipe wrench

�� Rail blocks / chains / straps / vertical Rail blocks / chains / straps / vertical 
shoresshores

Elevator Rescue SizeElevator Rescue Size--upup

�� Meet with responsible partyMeet with responsible party

–– Managers, engineers, maintenanceManagers, engineers, maintenance

�� Number of victims / status of victimsNumber of victims / status of victims

�� Elevator mechanic enroute ?Elevator mechanic enroute ?

–– Face to face on arrivalFace to face on arrival

�� Determine elevator typeDetermine elevator type

–– Hydraulic vs. Traction ElectricHydraulic vs. Traction Electric
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�� Determine hoistway configuration and location Determine hoistway configuration and location 
of stalled carof stalled car

�� Locate machine room / FD personnel to Locate machine room / FD personnel to 
machine roommachine room

�� Make contact with occupantsMake contact with occupants

�� Size up hoistway doorSize up hoistway door

–– Adjacent door / other doors in the occupancyAdjacent door / other doors in the occupancy

Elevator Rescue SizeElevator Rescue Size--upup

Elevator Rescue SizeElevator Rescue Size--upup

�� Locating the elevatorLocating the elevator

–– Indicator lightsIndicator lights

–– Voice contact with occupantsVoice contact with occupants

–– Hoistway access: visual inspectionHoistway access: visual inspection

–– Fire control room / elevator control roomFire control room / elevator control room

�� Establish communicationsEstablish communications

–– Condition of occupants?Condition of occupants?

–– Emergency stop switch (Activated ?)Emergency stop switch (Activated ?)

–– Explain progress / plan for rescueExplain progress / plan for rescue

Elevator Rescue AlgorithmElevator Rescue Algorithm

�� Car Location / condition / occupant conditionCar Location / condition / occupant condition

–– Is the situation stable??Is the situation stable??

�� Start with least destructiveStart with least destructive

�� Rescue procedures include:Rescue procedures include:

–– Elevator “reboot” / Phase 1 recallElevator “reboot” / Phase 1 recall

–– Picking & poling doors / cutting gib blocksPicking & poling doors / cutting gib blocks

–– Moving the car and occupantsMoving the car and occupants

–– CarCar--toto--car rescuecar rescue

–– Forcing doorsForcing doors

–– Breaching the hoistwayBreaching the hoistway
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Rescue ProceduresRescue Procedures

�� The preferred safe practice in evacuating The preferred safe practice in evacuating 

passengers is to move the elevator to a landing passengers is to move the elevator to a landing 

under normal operationunder normal operation

–– Mechanics are the expertsMechanics are the experts

–– Let them do their jobLet them do their job

�� Passengers are safe in the carPassengers are safe in the car

Rescue ProceduresRescue Procedures

�� Turn off the main electrical power and restore Turn off the main electrical power and restore 

power after minimum 30 seconds.power after minimum 30 seconds.

–– “reboots” elevator“reboots” elevator

�� Attempt to recall the car with Phase 1 key Attempt to recall the car with Phase 1 key 

activationactivation

Phase 1 / Lockout TagoutPhase 1 / Lockout Tagout
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Rescue ProceduresRescue Procedures

�� If the car is at or near a landing:If the car is at or near a landing:

–– Shut down the main powerShut down the main power

–– Pick / pole the hoistway doorPick / pole the hoistway door

–– Activate emergency stop switch, if availableActivate emergency stop switch, if available

–– Assist the occupants in leaving the car, one at Assist the occupants in leaving the car, one at 
a timea time

Top Picking TechniqueTop Picking Technique
(Lobby view)(Lobby view)

Top Picking TechniqueTop Picking Technique
(Hoistway view)(Hoistway view)
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Top Picking TechniqueTop Picking Technique

(Hoistway view)(Hoistway view)

Side Picking TechniqueSide Picking Technique

(Lobby view)(Lobby view)

Side Picking TechniqueSide Picking Technique
(Hoistway view)(Hoistway view)
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Side Picking TechniqueSide Picking Technique
(Hoistway view)(Hoistway view)

Paddle Tool / T Tool
Elevator car must be in the landing zone 

(in alignment). Remember the landing zone is 3” to 18” above or below 

the lobby level – a 3 foot distance. Lock Out/Tag Out is to be 

established and the tool is most effective in the bottom 1/3 of the door 

the lower the better.
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Poling Technique
Can be done side-to-side or top/down

Poling TechniquePoling Technique

Rescue ProceduresRescue Procedures

�� If the car is within 3 feet of the landing:If the car is within 3 feet of the landing:

–– Shut down the main powerShut down the main power

–– Pick / pole the hoistway doorPick / pole the hoistway door

–– Assign FD member to enter the carAssign FD member to enter the car

–– Protect fall hazardsProtect fall hazards

–– Place ladders if neededPlace ladders if needed

–– Assist the occupants in leaving the car, one at a Assist the occupants in leaving the car, one at a 
timetime
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Fall ProtectionFall Protection

Assist occupants one at a timeAssist occupants one at a time

Carry methodCarry method
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Rescue ProceduresRescue Procedures

�� Procedure if the car is more than 3 feet from the Procedure if the car is more than 3 feet from the 

landing:landing:

–– Consider securing the elevatorConsider securing the elevator

�� Chains / slings / Chains / slings / vertically shore lobby openingvertically shore lobby opening

–– Remove passengers with extreme cautionRemove passengers with extreme caution

–– Consider top removalConsider top removal

Consider Vertical ShoringConsider Vertical Shoring

Protect occupant while exitingProtect occupant while exiting
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Rescue ProceduresRescue Procedures

�� Top removalTop removal

–– Rescuers must be positioned in the car, Rescuers must be positioned in the car, 
and on top of the car. and on top of the car. 

–– Fall protection for rescuers AND victimsFall protection for rescuers AND victims

–– Ladder in the carLadder in the car

–– Ladder on top of the car to lobby openingLadder on top of the car to lobby opening

–– Rope rescue removalRope rescue removal

–– If top removal is not possible, elevator If top removal is not possible, elevator 
must be movedmust be moved

Opening the top hatchOpening the top hatch
(be prepared to have lighting and drop ceiling in the (be prepared to have lighting and drop ceiling in the 

way)way)
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Ladder placement for top removalLadder placement for top removal

Rescue ProceduresRescue Procedures
Elevator Car DriftingElevator Car Drifting

�� Moving the car (drifting)Moving the car (drifting)

–– Car doors must be closedCar doors must be closed

–– Occupants away from the doors Occupants away from the doors –– against back wallagainst back wall

–– Elevator tech on scene (recommended)Elevator tech on scene (recommended)

–– Hydraulic driftHydraulic drift

�� Down ONLYDown ONLY

�� Controllable from the machine roomControllable from the machine room

–– Traction driftTraction drift

�� Up or down depending on weight of car with occupantsUp or down depending on weight of car with occupants

�� Controllable from the machine roomControllable from the machine room

Hydraulic Car DriftingHydraulic Car Drifting
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Traction Electric Car DriftingTraction Electric Car Drifting

Rescue ProceduresRescue Procedures

�� Forcible entry?Forcible entry?

–– Last choiceLast choice

–– Airbags / Rabbit tool / Hydraulic spreadersAirbags / Rabbit tool / Hydraulic spreaders

–– Force at the top of the doorForce at the top of the door

�� Interlock is at the topInterlock is at the top

�� Hoistway breachingHoistway breaching

–– Blind hoistwaysBlind hoistways

–– Inability to move car or remove victim Inability to move car or remove victim 
through the emergency exitthrough the emergency exit

After the RescueAfter the Rescue

�� Do NOT restore powerDo NOT restore power

�� Inform elevator mechanic of all actions Inform elevator mechanic of all actions 
takentaken

�� Ensure scene and elevator are safeEnsure scene and elevator are safe

�� Secure all hoistway doorsSecure all hoistway doors

�� Place elevator out of servicePlace elevator out of service

�� Leave “lock out/tag out” in place if Leave “lock out/tag out” in place if 
necessarynecessary
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Phase I & II OperationsPhase I & II Operations

Phase IPhase I--

-- Obtain elevator keysObtain elevator keys

-- Insert key into Insert key into 
“Emergency Service” “Emergency Service” 
switchswitch

-- Turn to “On” positionTurn to “On” position

-- All cars will travel to All cars will travel to 
designated locationdesignated location

-- Account for all elevatorsAccount for all elevators

-- Remove keyRemove key

Phase I & II OperationsPhase I & II Operations

Phase IIPhase II--

--Insert key, turn to “On” Insert key, turn to “On” 
positionposition

--Is Fire Helmet blinking ?Is Fire Helmet blinking ?

--Hold constant pressure on Hold constant pressure on 
“Door Close” button“Door Close” button

--Select floorSelect floor

--Hold constant pressure on Hold constant pressure on 
“Door Open” button“Door Open” button

--Turn to “Hold” to keep car Turn to “Hold” to keep car 
at floor.at floor.

Phase I & II OperationsPhase I & II Operations

Phase IIPhase II--

--To return the car to the To return the car to the 
recall floor, turn the key recall floor, turn the key 
to the “Off” positionto the “Off” position

--Consider using an elevator Consider using an elevator 
operator equipped with a operator equipped with a 
radio, forcible entry/exit radio, forcible entry/exit 
tools and an extinguishertools and an extinguisher
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